
WRITING A FEATURE ARTICLE BY LINES

Magazines, newspapers, and online sites must provide their readers with content in the form of well-researched,
well-written feature articles. What follows is a.

So, how do readers know what datelines and bylines mean? A: I think I have answered that question
concerning readers. This is not an essay! One question quickly turned into a series of questions when it
became clear that there is no single accepted practice. Get to know the magazine and what kind of content they
publish; we strongly suggest reading their previous articles before submitting one of your own. The questions,
called rhetorical questions because they don't require an answer, shouldn't be more than one per paragraph. To
illustrate, imagine that readers should ideally follow your thoughts as effortlessly as cruising down a river
through the countryside. But do you know what makes an article different from other types of writing? Logical
flow of content and effective transitions tend to go hand in hand, for it is when you attempt to smooth the gaps
between paragraphs, using transitional phrases, that incongruent ideas will stick out and be virtually
impossible to connect. For example, Sally Smith wrote this story in Sacramento. You should be able to sum it
up in a sentence or two. This is where all your hard-earned work pays off by resulting in a compelling and
accurate piece. Each news employee is required to sign a statement each year acknowledging the principles.
Pointer 8: Be consistent with your punctuation use. Creating a fake boyfriend to make your ex jealous used to
be a complicated matter see The Wedding Date , but now, all it takes is a laptop and a little free time. Which
articles got your attention? Choose a topic. Keep at it until you are filled to the point of overflowing. It gives
readers a geographic identifier to place the story. Stay up to date with the most popular posts on Writer's Edit.
It is the explanation and the proof. The truth is, many readers across the country would probably have a hard
time telling an editor what a dateline is, much less the criteria for using one. And a direct, rhetorical question
in the first paragraph to make readers want to find out the answer. What quotation marks do they use for
dialogue â€” single or double? A: Readers, alas, have no way of knowing, unless the public editor explains it
in a column. Hello, Introduction: Think of this as a preview to the rest of your feature article.


